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Welcome to our latest edition of GD NEWS that brings to you information on new trends and 
issues that impact on employment and the insurance market in Australia. We can be contacted at 
any time for more information on any of our articles. 
 
Liability For Personal Injuries Sustained During a Recreational Activity When Both Federal 
and State Law Apply 
 
Just over a decade ago, the Australian States and Territories enacted legislation to modify the 
common law for civil liability arising in tort, contract, breach of statutory duty or otherwise. 
 
In New South Wales, the Civil Liability Act (CLA) relevantly commenced on 6 December 2002.  
Part 1A Division 5 of the CLA relates to injuries sustained during recreational activities and 
provides that: 

� there is no liability in negligence for harm suffered as a result of the materialisation of an 
obvious risk of a dangerous recreational activity (Section 5L) 

� in certain circumstances, there is no duty of care owed to a person who is injured during a 
recreational activity if a risk warning is given (Section 5M) 

� a contract governed by the law of NSW may contain a clause which excludes, restricts or 
modifies any liability arising from a recreational activity in which an injury is sustained by 
reason of a breach of an express or implied warranty that the recreational activity would be 
provided with reasonable care and skill (Section 5N). 

 
A number of cases have been decided both at first instance and at appellate level in NSW 
regarding the operation of these sections.  Primarily, the cases have considered: 

� whether the activity was “dangerous” which requires the Court to undertake an objective 
assessment by reference to the particular activities engaged in by the injured person at the 
relevant time and to the actual activities giving rise to the harm (Fallas v Mourlas [2006] 
NSWCA 32). 

� whether the risk of physical harm was “significant” which lies somewhere between a trivial 
risk and a risk likely to materialise (Fallas) 

� whether the activity engaged in by the injured person was “recreational” an example of 
which was illustrated in Belna Pty Ltd v Irwin [2009] NSWCA 46 when the Court of Appeal 
of NSW overturned a first instance decision to find that a person injured at a gymnasium 
was engaged in a recreational activity even though her stated aim was to lose weight and 
get fit. 

 
In all of these and other cases, the NSW Courts have interpreted a division within the CLA which 
has at its core the fundamental principle that people who voluntarily participate in activities which 
carry with them obvious risks of significant physical harm ought to take personal responsibility for 
their decisions if they are subsequently injured during that activity. 
 
However, where the supplier of the recreational service or activity is a registered Australian 
corporation, it is insufficient to consider the CLA in isolation.  This is due to the applicability of 
federal law which also governs the activities of corporations who supply recreational services to 
consumers. 
 
Prior to the commencement of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (CCA) in January 
2011, any contract for the supply of recreational services by a corporation contained an implied 
warranty pursuant to Section 74 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (TPA) that the services 
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 would be supplied with reasonable care and skill.  It was impermissible to contract out of or attempt to exclude, restrict or 
modify this implied warranty unless Section 68B of the TPA applied.   
 
Section 68B of the TPA permitted Australian corporations which supplied recreational services to include in their contracts a 
clause which excluded, restricted or modified liability for injuries sustained but only if the clause related to death or personal 
injury. 
 
An additional provision was contained in sub-section 74(2A) of the TPA which provided yet another avenue to escape liability 
by permitting a Court to consider the terms of the contract for the supply of recreational services by a corporation.  If the 
contract contained a clause to confirm that the laws of NSW governed the contract, then the Court was empowered to 
consider the laws of NSW, including the CLA, to determine whether the state law provisions, could exclude, restrict or modify 
the liability that would otherwise be found against the corporation by reason of the implied warranty. 
 
It has been somewhat surprising that, in the ten years since the commencement of the dangerous recreational activity 
provisions in Part 1A Division 5 of the CLA, the necessity to also consider the applicability (if any) of Sections 68, 68B and 74 
of the TPA has rarely arisen. 
 
A well known decision of the High Court of Australia handed down in 2010 considered this very question with a specific focus 
on Section 5N of the CLA (Insight Vacations Pty Ltd v Young [2010] NSWCA 137).  The High Court held that Section 5N of the 
CLA could not be relied upon under Section 74(2A) of the TPA as a law of NSW that excludes, restricts or modifies liability for 
injuries arising during a recreational activity where the contract contains a waiver of liability for breaches of warranties.  The 
basis of this finding was that Section 5N of the CLA only permitted the parties to include such a term in the contract; the 
section of itself did not exclude, restrict or modify liability. 
 
More recently, the Court of Appeal of NSW again considered this rare issue when federal and state law overlap but with 
slightly different requirements between the federal law and (if it applied) the State law governing the claim regarding civil 
liability for the supply of recreational services or activities by a registered corporation which had pursuant to Section 74 of the 
TPA implied into its contract with the injured person a warranty that it would supply such services with due care and skill. 
 
In Motor Cycling Events Group Australia Pty Ltd v Kelly [2013] NSWCA 361 the Court unanimously dismissed a defendant’s 
appeal from a first instance decision of the District Court of NSW (per Curtis DCJ) who awarded damages to a 62 year old 
male by reason of injuries he sustained while riding a motor cycle on the Eastern Creek Raceway during a training school 
operated by Motor Cycling Events Group Australia Pty Ltd (“MEGA”) which traded under the business name “California 
Superbike Riding School”. 
 
MEGA had conducted thousands of these training schools at racetracks around Australia and at various international 
locations.  This entailed interested persons registering on-line to participate in one of four levels and paying a fee.  Forms and 
documents setting out requirements, procedures and policies were then provided by email to the registered participant prior to 
the scheduled training day with a notice confirming that the participant would be required to sign a registration form and have 
the original with them to be delivered on the day to the MEGA representative in which the participant acknowledged that the 
activity was a dangerous recreational activity and that MEGA accepted no liability for any death, personal injury or property 
damage caused during the training school. 
 
Mr Kelly registered to participate in a Level 2 course having completed the Level 1 course about six weeks before this 
accident.  He signed the registration form and handed it to the MEGA representative on the day.  He then participated in 
classroom tuition sessions which aimed at providing improved skills to riders of motor cycles regarding particular manoeuvres, 
as well as providing the thrill of riding on a racetrack.  The class would then perform these manoeuvres on the racetrack.  The 
crux of the case was that MEGA had participants in all levels, some more experienced than others and some who would 
perform manoeuvres at greater speed than others, all on the track at the same time.  Mr Kelly was injured when he performed 
his designated manoeuvre on a section of the racetrack that was not in accordance with the instructions he was given during 
the tuition classes.  He collided with another motor cycle ridden by a Level 3 participant. 
 
Curtis DCJ determined the case in favour of Mr Kelly, not under the recreational activity provisions of the CLA or in negligence 
but by reason of MEGA’s breach of the implied warranty under the TPA.  His Honour held that MEGA could not rely upon the 
exception under Section 68B of the TPA because the exclusion clause in the registration form was not confined to death or 
bodily injury (it included a reference to “property damage”).  Curtis DCJ assessed Mr Kelly’s contributory negligence at 30%. 
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MEGA appealed the decision and argued in the Court of Appeal that his Honour erred in confining the case to one in contract 
regarding the alleged breach of an implied warranty under federal law without also considering the effect of state law by 
reason of a clause in the contract which confirmed the contract was governed by the law of NSW.  MEGA also relied upon the 
operation of Section 74(2A) of the TPA and sought to distinguish the case from Insight Vacations in which the High Court’s 
consideration was confined to the applicability of Section 5N of the CLA when Section 74(2A) of the TPA was invoked. 
 
Here, MEGA argued that Section 5M of the CLA was available for consideration via Section 74(2A) of the TPA as a surrogate 
federal law.  It was also submitted that his Honour erred in his interpretation of the exclusion clause which did not comply with 
Section 68B of the TPA by reason of the reference to “property damage”. 
 
As such, MEGA argued that the exclusion clause applied which permitted MEGA to exclude liability for breach of the implied 
warranty.  Alternatively, it did not owe Mr Kelly a duty of care because he participated in a recreational activity for which he 
was issued with a risk warning. 
 
The Court of Appeal held that there was no question Mr Kelly was given risk warnings both orally and in writing.  The Court 
unanimously rejected MEGA’s appeal ground regarding Section 68B.  The critical question was whether Section 5M could be 
applied. 
 
The Court approached this issue from two different angles.   
 
The Court held that that Section 5M was not a state law that was picked up and applied by Section 74(2A) of the TPA because 
its effect is to preclude the existence of a duty of care whereas Section 74(2A) is predicated on the existence of a breach of an 
implied warranty regarding due care and skill.  There can be no basis for the existence of a breach under Section 74(2A) of 
the TPA if there is no duty of care. 
 
Second, in any case where a state court is exercising jurisdiction under federal law, such as occurred here when the District 
Court determined the case as a contract claim invoking a federal law under the TPA, the whole of the proceedings involved an 
exercise of federal jurisdiction with the consequence that any state law upon which MEGA sought to rely could only have 
effect through the agency of a federal law. 
 
It was on this second point that the leading judgment of Gleeson JA (with whom Basten and Meagher JJA agreed) set out the 
way in which State Courts exercising federal jurisdiction may also consider the application of state law.  His Honour set out the 
operation of Section 80 of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) which permits a Court exercising federal jurisdiction to apply the 
common law as modified by the statute law in force in the state in which the Court in which the federal jurisdiction is exercised 
is held (in other words, in NSW) and concluded that whilst the recreational activity provisions of the CLA were not captured by 
Section 80 of the Judiciary Act as they did not seek to modify the implied warranty provisions under federal law, Sections 5B 
and 5C of the CLA were captured.   
 
However, Gleeson JA then determined that the elements in both Sections 5B and 5C were made out and, in the event, the trial 
judge arrived at the correct outcome notwithstanding Curtis DCJ did not determine the case in the manner in which Gleeson 
JA did.  The Court of Appeal found MEGA was negligent by reason of its failure to exercise reasonable care and the 
negligence caused Mr Kelly’s injuries.  Simply, MEGA should not have had Level 3 riders on the racetrack at the same time as 
Level 2 riders, including Mr Kelly. 
 
The Court of Appeal also did not disturb the trial judge’s assessment of contributory negligence at 30%. 
 
The case serves as a reminder that personal injury cases brought against corporations governed by federal law (previously 
the TPA and now the Australian Consumer Law) which implies warranties (now guarantees) into contracts for the supply of 
recreational services the Court in which the hearing proceeds is exercising federal jurisdiction.  The wording of the contract 
must be carefully considered to determine if it includes impermissible terms excluding liability beyond liability for death or 
bodily injury and to some extent, the applicability of the CLA will have a secondary application. 
 
Expect more claims in these circumstances to include as the primary count a breach of implied warranty/guarantee case 
against the corporation which provided the recreational service.  The applicability of other sections of the CLA as surrogate 
federal law is yet to be fully explored by the Courts. 
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 Clarity On Fund Management Allowances 

 
Where an injured person receives an award of damages and is incapable of managing their own financial affairs they are also 
entitled to an compensation for the costs of a fund manager. However there is a significant discrepancy between the fees 
charged by the NSW Public Trustee and private fund managers and this gives rise to disputes about the calculation of the 
appropriate allowance for funds management fees. However the NSW Court of Appeal in Richards v Gray [2013] NSWCA 402 
has now clarified the approach that will be taken to that assessment.  
 
Gray sustained severe injuries in a 2003 motor vehicle accident and agreed to a settlement of $9,929,000 plus fund 
management fees and the calculation of those fees was initially determined by McCallum J who allowed fees of $2,151,000 
which included an amount for funds management fees on the fund management fee itself. There were significant issues 
ventilated during the trial on the methods to be used in the calculation of fund management fees and the insurer who was 
discontent with the determination of McCullum J filed an appeal which was recently determined by a bench of 5 Justices of the 
Court of Appeal. 
 
It was not in dispute that the verdict after payment of certain out of pocket expenses was to be paid to a manager to be held as 
part of a protected estate.  
 
Section 77 of the Civil Procedure Act 2005 empowers the court to order that the whole or any part of the verdict be paid to 
such person as a court may direct, including if the person is a protected person, to the manager of that person's estate.  
Section 79 of that Act requires the manager to hold and apply such funds as part of that person's estate. Section 41 of the 
NSW Trustee and Guardian Act 2009 (Guardian Act) empowers the Supreme Court to declare that a person is incapable of 
managing his or her affairs and by order appoint a suitable person as manager of the estate or commit the management of the 
estate to the NSW Trustee and Guardian (NSW Trustee).  
 
On the application of the Gray’s mother, White J sitting in the Protective List of the Equity Division made orders pursuant to s 
41 appointing The Trust Company Limited as manager of the Gray's estate and that the proceeds of the settlement and the 
amount of any judgment in respect of fund management costs be paid to The Trust Company. 
 
It was common ground between the parties that the damages to be awarded to Gray should include an allowance for fees 
incurred in managing the verdict (the fund management fees). However, the parties were in dispute in respect of four issues 
which were relevant to the quantum of the fund management fees.  
 
The issues were: 

� whether in calculating the fund management fees an allowance should be made not only in respect of fees calculated as 
necessary to manage the verdict but also an amount to manage the fund management fee itself. This was described in 
the proceedings as the "fund management on fund management" issue.  

� whether the fund management fees should include not only an amount to manage such of the capital of the fund as 
existed from time to time, but also an amount required to manage the income derived from the fund during its existence. 
This issue was referred to in the proceedings as "fund management on fund income".  

� whether an amount of $650,000 of the verdict should not be taken into account for the purpose of calculating fund 
management fees. It was common ground that the amount which would be paid to The Trust Company was $9,929,000. 
It was argued that in calculating the allowance for fund management fees, $650,000 of this amount should not be 
included. The amount comprised first, $200,000 for additional solicitor and client costs; second, $200,000 being past 
Griffiths v Kerkemeyer (1977) 139 CLR 161 damages which the judge who approved the settlement stated he would be 
prepared to recommend be paid out to the Gray's mother; and third, $250,000 for the costs of house modification and a 
swimming pool.  

� whether the calculation of fund management fees should be based on the rates charged by The Trust Company or 
those charged by the NSW Trustee which were somewhat lower.  

 
The majority of the Court of Appeal confirmed that: 

� fund management fees on the fund management allowance are not allowable; 

� where a fund managers fees include an income component, being the supervision fee charged these fees are 
appropriate however additional fees which are said to be attributable to the accretion of income to capital are not. There 
should be no fund management of fund income; 



� No deduction from the fund should be contemplated when calculating fund management fees where the quantum or 
likely occurrence of the deductions is uncertain. Here there was no certainty that monies would be paid to Gray’s mother 
for the gratuitous assistance, the costs of building the pool were not certain and the solicitor client costs were not 
determined as it was necessary to determine party/party costs first. The timing of these payments if ultimately made 
was also uncertain. In those circumstances there should be no reduction on the sum used to calculate the fund 
management fee. 

� The Court is not bound to allow the rate charged by the Public Trustee as fund management fees. In this case the 
comparison was between the fund manager’s charges of The Trust Company of $1,495,000 or 15.1% of the fund and in 
the case of the NSW Trustee $1,014,000 or 10.2% of the fund. If the circumstances warrant the appointment of a 
private fund manager when one has regard to the size of the fund, the length of time it will operate and the 
communications between stakeholders managing the affairs of the injured person then it is appropriate to allow a 
commercial rate such as that charged by the Trust Company. 

 
In this case as a consequence of these findings fund management fees were reduced by approximately $730,000, a 
significant reduction although that was essentially a result of deducting fund management fees on fund management. 
 
No doubt we will see an increase in claims for private fund management fees as the fees charged by the NSW Trustee are 
significantly less than private fund managers. In this case they were almost 5% less. So an award based on private fund 
management fees will increase the ultimate award by almost 5% or perhaps more depending on prevailing charges of private 
fund managers at the time. 
 
Limitation Periods In NSW Impact on Work Injury Damages Recovery Actions And Cross Claims No Limitation Issue 
Where 151D Extension 
 
In New South Wales if an employee is injured during the course of their employment there is a three year period in which an 
employee can commence Court proceedings against their employer, if they satisfy the threshold of having sustained a 15% 
whole person impairment.  Section 151D of the Workers Compensation Act 1987 provides that proceedings cannot be 
commenced more than three years after the accident date without the leave of the Court.  There have been a number of cases 
on this issue over the years which have identified the fact that prejudice is the significant consideration. 
 
A different limitation period applies to non employer defendants.  In proceedings brought pursuant to the Civil Liability Act 
2002, it is the Limitation Act 1969 that governs extensions of time.  That legislation provides that an injured person has three 
years from the date of discoverability to commence proceedings. 
 
The NSW Court of Appeal has recently considered the interaction between those pieces of legislation in the decision of 
Gallagher Bassett Services Pty Ltd v Murdock. 
 
Harold Murdock sustained injury during the course of his employment on 26 June 2002 when he fell from scaffolding that was 
being dismantled at a building site.  On 8 June 2010 Murdock commenced proceedings against Lipman, the head contractor at 
the building site and Hire N’Higher Pty Limited (“Hire N’Higher”) who had provided scaffolding services at the site.    In August 
2012 Murdock sought leave to proceed against his employer out of time and also sought an order that the limitation period for 
the cause of action against the head contractor and the scaffolder be extended to 8 June 2010.  The application came on 
before Her Honour Justice McCallum in the Supreme Court at Sydney and Her Honour found in favour of Murdock on both 
applications.  Her Honour extended the limitation period for the cause of action against the head contractor and scaffolder to 8 
June 2010 and also granted Murdock leave to proceed against his employer more than three years after the accident date. 
 
The employer appealed, arguing that Her Honour Justice McCallum should not have extended the time in which proceedings 
could be commenced against the employer. 
 
The employer had made payments of workers compensation to, for and on behalf of Murdock since the accident.  For every 
payment made there is a six year limitation period to recover that payment pursuant to Section 151Z of the Workers 
Compensation Act 1987 which provides that an employer has a right to recover compensation payments from a negligent third 
party.  The employer argued that as a consequence of the Limitation Act recovery would not extend to workers compensation 
paid more than six years ago.  The employer also argued that as a consequence of the operation of Section 26 of the 
Limitation Act the employer would be precluded from recovering contribution from the other defendants.  Section 26 of the 
Limitation Act relates to contribution between defendants and provides that a claim for contribution is not maintainable if 
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brought after the first to expire of a limitation period of two years running from the date on which the cause of the action for 
contribution first accrues to the plaintiff or to a person through whom the plaintiff claims, and secondly, a limitation period of 
four years, running from the date of expiration of the limitation period for the principal cause of action. 
 
The employer therefore argued that it had suffered prejudice as a consequence of the delay as it could not bring a claim for 
contribution against the other defendants. 
 
The Court of Appeal considered the provisions relating to recovery of compensation payments in the Workers Compensation 
Act 1987.  As discussed above, one method is the workers compensation insurer commencing proceedings and seeking 
recovery pursuant to Section 151Z(1)(d) of the Workers Compensation Act 1987 (which has a six year limitation period).  The 
other method of recovery is pursuant to Section 151Z(1)(b) where an employer can recover all past workers compensation 
paid out of damages that an employee recovers from a third party.   
 
The Court of Appeal noted that the employer for 11 years or so could have commenced proceedings pursuant to Section 
151Z(1)(d) and in 2005 or 2006 information was obtained by way of a WorkCover investigation that would have assisted with 
this.  Although as a consequence of the passage of time the operation of Section 151Z(1)(d) would prevent recovery of the 
earliest weekly payments of compensation, this would not affect the capacity to recover compensation under Section 
151Z(1)(b), if the employer successfully established liability on the part of a third party. 
 
Finally, the Court of Appeal went on to consider the operation of Section 26 of the Limitation Act.   
In this regard Justice Barrett stated: 

“An order made under Section 151D of the WC Act likewise causes the limitation period applying to the generality of 
actions not to apply to the particular action.  But such an order, in contra distinction to an order of the kind considered in 
the three cases mentioned, does not cause some extended limitation period to apply to the action in question.  One finite 
period is not substituted for another.  In a Section 151D(2) case, the time bar is simply abolished.  It follows that, with the 
period of general application displaced and no substituted period applicable, there is no limitation period ‘fixed by or 
under’ any Act ‘for’ the particular action. 

I am therefore of the opinion that the grant of leave to Mr Murdock under Section 151D(2) of the WC Act in respect of 
proceedings against the Murdock Employer not only freed Mr Murdock from the time bar that would otherwise have 
precluded the bringing of those proceedings by him but also freed the Murdock Employer from the time bar that Section 
26(1)(b) of the Limitation Act would otherwise have placed in the way of bringing any cross claim by it against any non 
employer tortfeasor under Section 51C of the LRMP Act. 

It does not follow that no time bar will apply to any such cross claim.  Rather, it is Section 26(1)(a), as distinct from 
26(1)(b) that will apply.  The limitation period will be the period of two years from the date (necessarily in the future) on 
which a judgment or arbitral award eventuates as contemplated by Section 26(2)(a) or an agreement is made as 
contemplated by 26(2)(b).” 

 
The Court of Appeal therefore determined that no prejudice arose and it was appropriate that the claimant be granted leave to 
proceed out of time.  Any cross claim against a third party would be valid and contribution could be sought from the third party. 
 
The decision from the Court of Appeal is an interesting one which provides some guidance in relation to limitation issues.  It 
was previously thought to be the case that prejudice would arise as a consequence of the fact that a claim for contribution 
would be statute barred in a case such as this one.  The Court of Appeal has determined that this is in fact not the case.  It 
would be interesting to see if the result would have been different if there was a claim for breach of contract which only has a 
limitation period of six years. 
 
Dismissing An Injured Worker - Procedural Fairness Is Crucial 
 
Businesses are regularly confronted with the challenge of managing the return to work for injured employees. But what 
happens when an employee does not recover to the extent that they are able to perform their inherent duties of their 
employment. Can the employer terminate the employee and if they do, can the termination be harsh and unjust and lead to a 
claim against the employer. 
 
The recent decision of the Full Bench of the Fair Work Commission in Jetstar Airways Pty Limited v Monique Neeteson-
Lemkes confirmed that a dismissal of a worker who cannot perform the inherent duties of their employment will be harsh and 
unjust if procedural fairness is not afforded to the employee.  
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In December 2012, Monique Neeteson-Lemkes, the applicant was dismissed from her employment as a domestic flight 
attendant with Jetstar Airways Pty Limited (Jetstar). Jetstar’s reason for the dismissal was that the applicant was unable to 
perform the inherent requirements of her role, then or in the future, and that there were no reasonable adjustments which 
could be made to allow her to perform her “safety critical” role. 
 
The applicant commenced employment in 2006, and in January 2010 made a workers’ compensation claim for a psychological 
injury arising from alleged bullying and harassment by a supervisor. She was off work for some months, and treated by her 
general practitioner, a psychologist, and a consultant psychiatrist. 
 
Her workers compensation claim was subsequently settled, although the medical evidence suggested that the applicant had 
ongoing psychological symptoms. 
 
A further psychological injury occurred in August 2011 when the applicant was performing duties on a flight from Sydney to 
Darwin. In the course of cleaning and re-stocking the lavatories, the applicant noticed something in a toilet bowl. It was a type 
of green circuit board embedded in a plasticine-like substance, with protruding wires and a cylindrical battery. The device had 
the appearance of a bomb. 
 
After finding the device, the applicant attended to matters that were professionally expected of a flight attendant while the 
plane continued flying. When the plane landed, the applicant again attended to those matters that were professionally 
expected of her as a flight attendant, including preparation of documentation and the like concerning the incident.  
 
Apart from the understandably upsetting experience of finding the device, which the applicant feared would explode while the 
plane continued on its journey, the applicant was also upset, concerned and angered by what she considered to be the 
inappropriate conduct of Jetstar following the discovery of the device, including, but not limited to, the failure to divert the plane 
or request an emergency landing.  
 
Following this incident, the applicant developed a psychological injury and was, following periods of forms of leave, unable to 
work from about January 2012. 
 
The applicant made a workers’ compensation application with respect to the injury, for which liability was accepted by Jetstar.  
 
Further medical treatment ensued. Jetstar obtained an independent assessment of the applicant from a consultant 
psychiatrist, which was to the effect that the applicant had a personality disorder and was not and never would be fit to perform 
all the inherent duties of a flight attendant. 
 
Essentially on the strength of this opinion, the applicant’s employment was terminated. 
 
The applicant lodged an application with the Fair Work Commission for an unfair dismissal remedy under s.394 of the Fair 
Work Act 2009 (the Act). In August 2013, a Commissioner issued a decision in which she found that the applicant’s dismissal 
was harsh, unjust and unreasonable, and ordered Jetstar to re-instate the applicant immediately. 
 
Jetstar appealed - Jetstar Airways Pty Limited v Monique Neeteson-Lemkes [2013] FWCFB 9075. 
 
The Full Bench found that there was a significant error of law in the Commissioner’s decision. Section 387(a) of the Act 
requires a decision-maker when considering whether a dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable to take into account, 
amongst other things, whether there was a valid reason for the dismissal. The Full Bench found that there was nothing in the 
decision that indicated that that matter was taken into account in the determination that the dismissal was harsh, unjust and 
unreasonable. As a result permission to appeal was granted and the decision of the Commissioner quashed. 
 
The Full Bench decided to re-determine the matter and issue a further decision pursuant to s.607(3)(b) of the Act. 
 
In re-determining the matter the Full Bench found there was a valid reason for the applicant’s dismissal based on her medical 
incapacity to perform the requirements of her position at the time of the dismissal. However the Full Bench found that the 
dismissal was harsh, unjust and unreasonable for the following reasons: 

� Jetstar relied on a psychological diagnosis that, as demonstrated by the subsequent evidence at the hearing, was highly 
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controversial, and did not make a proper attempt to obtain the views of the treating practitioners about that diagnosis; 

� Jetstar failed to give the applicant a proper opportunity to respond to the reason for dismissal, in that it did not provide 
her with a copy of the medical report containing the controversial diagnosis which it relied on to dismiss her; 

� Jetstar failed to make reasonable efforts to afford the applicant the return to work benefits of Jetstar’s Return to Work 
Policy. 

 
The Full Bench found it necessary for there to be a further hearing on the question of remedy, in which the parties would have 
an opportunity to adduce additional expert medical evidence concerning the applicant’s fitness to be returned to her position.  
 
So, even where there is medical evidence supporting a termination, it is essential to follow an appropriately transparent and 
fair protocol, to avoid the risk of the dismissal being found to be harsh or unfair. 
 
Workers Compensation Roundup 
 
All Disputes About Proposed Medical Treatment Must Be Referred To An AMS 
 
The NSW Court of Appeal in Zanardo & Rodriguez Sales & Services Pty Ltd v Tolevski  has now confirmed that disputes 
concerning prospective treatment must be referred to an AMS for assessment. 
 
Toleski was employed by  Canterbury BMW as a car detailer. One of his duties was washing cars on display. On 30 July 2007, 
Tolevski fell while at work and injured his left leg and knee. His claim for workers compensation was accepted and there was 
no dispute that he was paid all compensation entitlements for the following four and half years. He had  two arthroscopies, but 
remains unwell. His solicitors, by letter dated 8 March 2012, requested approval for bilateral hip replacement surgery, as 
recommended by his orthopaedic surgeon, who stated: 

 

"Mr Tolevski is a 38 year old man who presents with a very difficult problem. He has advanced osteoarthritis of both hips. 
From a historical perspective it seems that this was precipitated by a fall which occurred at work approximately 5 years 
ago. He has since had multiple treatments including two arthroscopies of his left knee. His hips have continued to 
deteriorate and he is barely able to walk. He has also gained a great deal of weight in this time. 

Mr Tolevski requires bilateral total hip replacements.” 
 
The Scheme Agent rejected the claim for proposed treatment and emphasised two matters. The first was that there was no 
mention of any injury to the hips in any of the documents relating to the injury, or in any of the (numerous) reports from 
medical practitioners between 2007 and November 2011. The second was directed to refuting any suggestion that Mr 
Tolevski's need for hip replacement was indirectly caused by the 2007 injury, because it had led to weight gain.  
 

On 26 September 2012 the matter came before Arbitrator Wynyard who found that Mr Tolevski had not discharged his onus 
of proving that he suffered from a consequential condition in his hips as a result of the original injury to his knee. 
 

Tolevski appealed that decision and the appeal was heard by Presidential Member Judge Keating, who referred the parties to 
s 60(5) of the 1987 Act, which had been inserted by the Workers Compensation Legislation Amendment Act 2010 , with effect 
from 1 February 2011. Judge Keating concluded: 

"Ultimately, the determination of whether treatment of Mr Tolevski's hips results from the injury to his knees, and is 
reasonably necessary will be a matter for the Arbitrator. Any opinion expressed by an AMS on referral under s 60(5), will 
be treated as evidence in the resolution of that dispute but will not be conclusive, as such an opinion is not one of the 
matters listed in s 326 of the 1998 Act that are conclusively presumed to be correct in proceedings before the 
Commission. 

 
For these reasons, whilst there remained in issue a dispute concerning whether the proposed treatment was reasonably 
necessary as a result of the injury on 30 July 2007, the decision by the Arbitrator to reject Mr Tolevski's application, without 
referring the dispute in accordance with s 60(5) for assessment by an AMS under Pt 7 of Chapter 7 of the 1998 Act, was an 
error. 
 
Toleski pursued a further appeal however in a unanimous decision the Court of Appeal dismissed that appeal confirming all 
disputes concerning prospective medical treatment must be referred to an AMS for assessment. 
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Toleski argued it was better to characterise the dispute as being as to causation, as opposed to a dispute as to the proposed 
bilateral hip replacement and emphasised that there was nothing to indicate that the parties were in dispute as to the 
treatment, but merely whether it was causally connected to the injury in the workplace. That submission was rejected. 
 
The mandatory nature of the provision found in Section 60(5) of the Act was clear. Section 60(5) provides; 

"(5) The jurisdiction of the Commission with respect to a dispute about compensation payable under this section extends 
to a dispute concerning any proposed treatment or service and the compensation that will be payable under this section 
in respect of any such proposed treatment or service. Any such dispute must be referred by the Registrar for assessment 
under Part 7 (Medical assessment) of Chapter 7 of the 1998 Act.” 

 
The ordinary grammatical meaning of that provision was found to prevail. 
 
So there we have it all disputes about proposed treatment must be referred to an AMS. 
 
Six Month Time Limit to Make a Claim for Workers Compensation 

 
You may recall from our July newsletter that there have been a number of decisions recently handed down in the Workers 
Compensation Commission with regards to the six month time limit for a worker to make a claim for workers compensation.  
Specifically, Section 261 of the Workplace Injury Management and Workers Compensation Act 1998 (“WIM Act”) specifies 
compensation cannot be recovered unless a claim for compensation has been made within six months after the injury.  Of 
course, there are a number of qualifications to that time limit contained within Section 261.  Further to the Workers 
Compensation Commission Presidential decisions, the NSW Court of Appeal has now delivered a judgment in Unilever 
Australia Limited v Petrevska (2013) NSWCA373. 
 
The worker, Mrs Petrevska, had been employed by Unilever Australia as a process worker from 1983 to 1995.  On 20 August 
2009 Mrs Petrevska made a claim for hearing loss as a result of her employment with Unilever. Unilever rejected the claim as 
it had not been made within six months after the injury was said to have occurred, that is when she ceased her noisy 
employment in 1995.  In the alternative, Unilever argued that the claim was made more than 3 years after the injury was said 
to have occurred in the circumstances allowed by s 261(4) of the WIM Act.  Section 261(4) of the WIM Act effectively provides 
two “escape clauses” in relation to a late claim.  Firstly, a worker is able to make a claim if they can show that the failure was 
occasioned by ignorance, mistake, absence from the State or other reasonable cause provided the claim is made within three 
years after the injury or accident happened.  Secondly, even if the claim is not made within three years, the claim will be valid 
if is an injury that has resulted in death or serious permanent disablement. 
 
Mrs Petrevska did not seek to rely upon the provisions of Section 261(4) and simply argued that her claim was made within 
time because she only became aware of the injury in 2009 when she received medical advice about the cause of her hearing 
loss.  Mrs Petrevska was initially successful when Arbitrator Snell found that Mrs Petrevska received medical advice on 25 
May 2009 that the majority of her deafness was caused by the noise she was exposed to at Unilever. This was despite 
Mrs Petrevska having acknowledged that she knew in 1996/1997 that her hearing loss had been caused by her employment 
with Unilever.  Following an appeal by Unilever, Deputy President O’Grady confirmed Arbitrator Snell’s decision.  Unilever then 
challenged the Deputy President’s decision with an appeal to the Court of Appeal. 
 
The Court of Appeal reaffirmed the earlier determinations and noted Section 261(6) of the WIM Act which provides: 

“If an injured worker first becomes aware that he or she has received an injury after the injury was received, the injury is 
for the purposes of this section taken to have been received when the worker first became so aware.” 

 
Macfarlane JA in the Court of Appeal determined that for the purposes of Section 261(6) there must be an awareness of the 
injury as well as its connection to employment.  Given the various causes of hearing loss, Macfarlane JA considered that 
expert evidence would ordinarily be required to satisfy the high level of assurance for a worker to be deemed “aware” that his 
or her hearing loss was caused by their employment.  Therefore His Honour determined that the cause of a worker’s gradual 
hearing loss would ordinarily be a factor of which the worker would not be aware until he or she had received medical advice.  
On that basis, the opinion of a medically unqualified worker was not sufficient to establish knowledge of a causal connection 
between hearing loss and employment.  On that basis Unilever’s appeal was dismissed. 
 
We suspect that this decision will provide some comfort to workers with pending hearing loss claims in the Workers 
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Compensation Commission.  Noting that a worker will not be considered to be “aware” that they have suffered an injury until 
they are aware that they have both sustained a hearing loss and that employment caused the hearing loss, it will not be 
difficult for workers to argue that until they have received expert medical evidence confirming the hearing loss was caused by 
the employment, the six month time limit enunciated in Section 261 will not represent a significant barrier to lodging a hearing 
loss claim.   
 
Despite this decision, it is unlikely the long term downward trend of hearing loss claims will be reversed given the abolishment 
of whole person impairment claims for less than 11% introduced in the June 2012 legislative amendments.  Given the vast 
majority of hearing loss claims involve assessments of whole person impairment of less than 11% and this decision will be of 
little assistance to the majority of workers. 
 
The Difficulties In Striking Out A Pre Filing Statement 
 
In our May 2012 Newsletter we reviewed the decision of President Judge Keating in Sydney South West Area Health Services 
v Palau (2012) wherein an employer attempted to strike out a Pre Filing Statement for want of prosecution.  In that decision 
President Keating declined to strike out a Pre Filing Statement on the basis there were outstanding issues with regards to a 
deterioration of the workers condition and claims for additional permanent impairment.  Despite the worker already having 
reached the 15% threshold to bring a claim for work injury damages, the Commission would not prejudice the worker’s right 
and strike out a Pre Filing Statement whilst the outstanding impairment claims were on foot.  
 
Recently, President Keating was again requested to determine whether a Pre Filing Statement could be struck out for want of 
prosecution in St Vincent’s Private Hospital v Hassoun (2013) NSW WCCPD 67.   
 
On or about 21 February 2007 Mr Hassoun was called upon to attend a disturbance in a patient’s room whilst he was 
employed by St Vincent’s Private Hospital as a security guard.  He was assaulted by the patient’s husband and was rendered 
unconscious.  
 
On 30 March 2012 Mr Hassoun’s original solicitors served on St Vincent’s a Pre Filing Statement.  On 10 May 2012 St 
Vincent’s filed a Pre Filing Defence.  St Vincent’s denied liability and alleged contributory negligence.  An attempt was made to 
mediate the claim and on 29 May 2012 a Certificate of Mediation Outcome was issued by the Commission on the grounds that 
St Vincent’s had declined to participate in mediation given it wholly disputed liability. 
 
St Vincent’s wrote to Mr Hassoun’s lawyers on 25 October 2012 placing them on notice of their intention to have the Pre Filing 
Statement struck out on the basis that Mr Hassoun had not pursued his claim.  By that stage Mr Hassoun had changed 
solicitors.  Mr Hassoun’s new solicitors requested any action with respect to the filing of a Pre Filing Strike Out Application be 
delayed for 21 days in order to afford his new solicitors an opportunity to consider the documentation.   
 
On 6 March 2013 St Vincent’s solicitors filed an application to strike out a Pre Filing Statement and no Notice of Opposition 
was filed in reply.  The plaintiff again changed solicitors on 6 September 2013. 
 
Section 151DA provides that a defendant may apply to the President to have a Pre Filing Statement struck out after six 
months have elapsed after the defendant served on the claimant a Defence to the Pre Filing Statement.  Only the President 
may order a Pre Filing Statement to be struck out but must not do so if satisfied the degree of permanent impairment is not 
fully ascertainable.  We note the circumstances of this case did not involve such a determination as Mr Hassoun had already 
reached the 15% whole person impairment threshold in order to pursue a claim for work injury damages. 
 
As part of their submissions in support of striking to the Pre Filing Statement, St Vincent’s submitted they were prejudiced by 
the delay in Mr Hassoun pursuing his claim as a crucial witness could not be located.  St Vincent’s submitted that attempts to 
locate the witness had been ongoing since 2012. 
 
President Keating declined to strike out the Pre Filing Statement.  Although there had been delay on the part of Mr Hassoun, 
President Keating noted that Mr Hassoun changed solicitors on several occasions due to an inability to meet requests for 
funding to undertake the investigations necessary for the preparation of his claim.  Now that Mr Hassoun had reached a 
satisfactory funding arrangement with his current solicitors, the claim could be brought to finality.  It was noted that an expert 
report had now been prepared and the claimant had consulted with Senior Counsel. 
 
President Keating commented that little weight, if any, could be placed on the submission by St Vincent’s that they had been 
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attempting to locate a witness for two years.  President Keating concluded that the fact they were unable to locate the witness 
before they filed its Pre Filing Defence demonstrated no prejudice. 
 
Finally, President Keating noted that the claimant had remained in receipt of weekly compensation, medical investigations had 
been undertaken by St Vincent’s and there was no real evidence to demonstrate actual prejudice caused by the delay. 
 
Ultimately President Keating was satisfied that Mr Hassoun had a genuine intention to proceed with his claim.  Furthermore, if 
Mr Hassoun proved that St Vincent’s were negligent, the potential damages award could be substantial.   
 
This decision reinforces the Commission’s desire to afford claimants every opportunity to pursue their claims for work injury 
damages.   
 
It is difficult to envisage a set of circumstances that would allow an employer to successfully strike out a Pre Filing Statement 
save for a lack of explanation and response by a claimant and a delay of many years in prosecuting the claim after the pre-
litigation phase had concluded. 
 
CTP Roundup 
 
The Gatekeeper – Additional MAS Assessments 
 
The Motor Accident Compensation Act provides a regime for the referral of disputes to a medical assessor. A dispute can be 
referred to a medical assessor more than once however a matter may not be referred again for assessment by a party to the 
medical dispute on the grounds of deterioration of the injury or additional relevant information about the injury unless the 
deterioration or additional information is such as to be capable of having a material effect on the outcome of the previous 
assessment. 
 
The legislation provides that the proper officer of the MAA is the gatekeeper for the determination of whether there is 
additional information and whether it is capable of having a material effect on the outcome of the previous assessment.  
 
As the legislation has vested this power in the proper officer the avenues for challenge are limited as was seen in the recent 
Court of Appeal decision in QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd v Miller. 
 
In 18 May 2008 Miller was involved in a motor vehicle accident. She claimed damages from the other driver. The third party 
insurer, QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd ("QBE") disputed the degree of her asserted permanent impairment; the dispute was 
referred to the Motor Accidents Authority of New South Wales ("the MAA") for determination. In February 2010 the medical 
dispute was referred to assessors for determination. Assessments were separately made of her physical and psychological 
symptoms.  
 
A certificate was issued by MAS on 15 June 2011 stating that her psychological injuries caused by the accident gave rise to a 
permanent impairment greater than 10%. 

 
On 28 July 2011 QBE lodged an application for a further assessment. 
 
QBE submitted that additional relevant information had become available.  
 
The additional information about the injury was contained in the following documents: 

� Medical records of Northwest Health 

� Medical records of Dr Knipe 
 
QBE submitted that the information in the report of Dr Knipe was supportive of the view of Dr Potter (whose report the medical 
assessor had relied on) and confirmed the claimant's condition pre-dating the accident. 
 
The medical records of North West Health and Dr Knipe were not available to the MAS Assessor, however the proper officer 
noted the information regarding the claimant's pre-accident psychological history was already considered by the MAS 
Assessor. The MAS Assessor had considered the reports of Dr Potter (Psychiatrist) and Dr Badenhorst which were 
summarised in the assessors reasons. 
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The Proper Officer concluded that: 

“The information in the additional documents provided by the insurer are in similar terms with the previous reports 
considered by the MAS Assessor. Accordingly, I am not satisfied that the above information is additional and relevant or 
such as to be capable of having a material effect on the outcome of the previous assessment.” 

 
The proper officer refused to make a referral for further assessment. QBE sought to challenge that decision, seeking a 
quashing order under s 69 of the Supreme Court Act 1970 (NSW).  
 
At trial, Rothman J dismissed the application. 
 
An appeal to the Court of Appeal followed. 
 
In a unanimous judgment the Court of Appeal confirmed that the proper officer is the gatekeeper and is vested with the power 
to determine whether additional information is capable of having a material effect on the outcome of the previous assessment.  
 
Basten JA concluded: 

 “Once it is accepted that the characterisation of the information is a matter to be considered in the first instance by the 
proper officer and not one to be determined by this Court afresh on a judicial review application, the review proceedings 
are limited to determining whether the proper officer's opinion has been properly formed according to law… The critical 
question is thus "whether the determination was irrational, illogical and not based on findings or inferences of fact 
supported by logical grounds"”. 

 
The Court of Appeal noted the parties accepted that each of the characteristics of information as "additional", "relevant" and 
"capable of having a material effect" had to be satisfied in the application for further assessment to the proper officer. In this 
case the proper officer found that the first and third characteristics were not satisfied.  
 
The Proper Officer noted the MAS Assessor had the benefit of a report of Dr Potter who had reported a "history of alcohol 
intake", which could attract the diagnosis of substance (alcohol) abuse if there were more reliable information; a "struggle in 
life and relationships reflecting a disturbed and disrupted early development"; "features of depression or unhappiness 
reflecting a struggle in life and relationships requiring psychotherapeutic help"; "a complex developmental history and a past 
history of treatment with antidepressants from two different doctors":. Dr Potter also said that the claimant had reported being 
prescribed an antidepressant, Zoloft, and had been given a diagnosis of bipolar disorder. She reported to him (as he recorded) 
having taken an antidepressant, Cipramil, approximately three years before for a period of two months.” 
 
The additional documents demonstrated that before the accident the claimant (a) consumed " excess alcohol", (b) had been 
prescribed (but ceased taking) medication for diagnosed psychological conditions and (c) had had problems with her fiancé. 
 
However these were matters referred to in the report of Dr Potter which the MAS assessor had. 
 
The Proper Officer was not satisfied that the additional documents provided information that was additional and relevant or 
such as to be capable of having a material effect on the outcome of the previous assessment.  
 
The primary judge who heard the challenge to the Proper Officer’s decision dismissed the challenge concluding the finding of 
the proper officer could not be described as manifestly unreasonable or irrational and did not otherwise demonstrate error of 
law. 
 
The Court of Appeal upheld the assessment of the primary judge. 
 
At the end of the day the proper is vested with the power to determine whether information is additional and relevant or such 
as to be capable of having a material effect on the outcome of the previous MAS assessment.  
 

A challenge to the Proper Officer’s determination will be available if a party can demonstrate the determination was irrational, 
illogical and not based on findings or inferences of fact supported by logical grounds. 
 

Insurers need to take heed that supportive documents confirming information already considered by a MAS Assessor may not 
be enough to enliven the right to an additional MAS assessment. 
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Determining Liability In A Motor Accident Claim 
 
Assessing liability in a motor accident claim involves a balancing exercise and in a recent decision of the NSW Court of Appeal 
in Marien v Gardiner, Meagher JA has provided a comprehensive analysis of how the Courts approach that exercise.  The 
issue for consideration in the case was whether Marien had been negligent when she had been driving on a dark street 
without her high beams on and struck a pedestrian. 
 
Shortly after 5 o'clock one morning Mr Gardiner set out on foot from his home to collect his car that he had parked in the 
carpark of the local hotel the previous night. He was walking along the roadway about 4m to 6m or so from the southern kerb 
with his back to the oncoming traffic.  
 
Ms Marien was driving her vehicle along the road with her lights on low beam. The lights illuminated the roadway for a 
distance of less than 28 metres in front of her car. Marien’s car struck Gardiner causing him serious injuries.  
 
The primary judge found that Marien was travelling at about 50km/h, which was the applicable speed limit. Marien did not see 
Gardiner until the point of collision. 
 
The primary judge held that Marien was negligent in not keeping a proper lookout at the time of the collision.  
 
The primary judge then held, addressing s 5D(1)(a) of the Civil Liability Act 2002, that Marien could have seen Gardiner if she 
had been watching the roadway carefully; that had she done so she would have seen him in time "to take some steps to avoid 
a collision"; and that she would have taken steps, such as swerving, so as to avoid the accident. 
 
The primary judge also found that Marien was negligent in not using high beam. 
 
The primary judge assessed that Gardiner’s damages should be reduced by 50 per cent by reason of his contributory 
negligence. 
 
Marien appealed.  The ultimate issues in the appeal were: 

� Whether Marien’s failure to keep a proper lookout was a necessary condition of the collision. This involved a 
consideration of whether the collision and injuries would have occurred if Marien had been carefully watching the 
roadway and seen Gardiner?  

� Whether Marien was negligent in the circumstances in not having her lights on high beam. 

� Whether the primary judge erred in assessing the reduction of Gardiner’s damages for contributory negligence at 50 per 
cent.  

 
Essentially the question was whether Marien was negligent in not using her high beam headlights when driving along a dark 
residential street at 5.30 in the morning. 
 
Meagher JA delivered the majority judgment and after analysing the facts commented: 

“… what precautions would a reasonable driver in the appellant's position have taken? That driver would have observed 
that it was "pitch black", that the roadway was not illuminated other than by the vehicle's headlights and that on low beam 
they illuminated the roadway only a relatively short distance in front of the vehicle. That driver would not have known the 
time it takes to react to seeing an object in the path of the vehicle or, taking that reaction time into account, the 
relationship between the speed of the vehicle and the distance in which it could be brought to a stop. However, a 
reasonably competent and experienced driver would appreciate that there is a relationship between speed, stopping time 
and stopping distance and that at night the ability to know what is happening in the vicinity of the vehicle and react to it is 
limited by the available lighting - street and other lighting and the vehicle's lights - and the speed at which the vehicle is 
travelling. He or she would also appreciate that the vehicle's lights included high as well as low beam, that the former 
could, as in this case, nearly double the distance of roadway in the path of the vehicle which was illuminated and that this 
could be done by the flick of a switch. 

Here, in my view, the reasonable and proper response to the "pitch black" light conditions, the relatively short throw of the 
vehicle's low beam, the risk of a pedestrian on the roadway and the fact that the vehicle was travelling at or near the 
speed limit of 50km/h was to activate the high beam.” 
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This finding led to the dismissal of the appeal. However Meagher JA in his judgment identified the key tenents considered 
when assessing liability in a motor accident claim. They are: 

�  “The duty of the driver of a motor vehicle to users of the roadway, including pedestrians, is to take reasonable care for 
their safety having regard to all the circumstances of the case. 

� Under the common law and the Civil Liability Act, the standard by which reasonable care is measured is an objective 
and impersonal one. 

� The question whether there has been a breach of that duty is to be addressed prospectively and by reference to what a 
reasonable driver in the appellant's circumstances would have done, if anything, by way of response to any foreseeable 
risks of injury or sources of danger to other road users. 

� A person is not negligent in failing to take precautions against a risk of harm unless the risk was foreseeable, not 
insignificant and a reasonable person would have taken those precautions in those circumstances: s 5B(1). 

� Whether reasonable care has been exercised is not determined by asking if different conduct could have produced a 
different outcome and avoided a collision or accident. 

� The exercise of reasonable care requires "reasonable attention to all that is happening on and near the roadway that 
may present a source of danger". That in turn requires "simultaneous attention to, and consideration of, a number of 
different features of what is already or may later come to be, ahead of the vehicle's path". 

� The driver is not required, however, to know or predict every event which happens in the vicinity of the vehicle so as to 
be able to take reasonable steps to react to such events.  

� The driver is only required to take reasonable steps to be in a position to know what is happening or might happen in 
the vicinity of the vehicle. 

� Nor is the driver required to be in a position where he or she can react to everything which may happen in the vicinity of 
the vehicle.  

� The driver is not required to travel at a speed which is within the "limits of visibility and control" so as to be able to react 
to whatever ventures into the vehicle's path. 

� The exercise of care requires that the driver take reasonable steps when controlling the speed and direction of the 
vehicle to be in a position to know what is happening or might happen in its path in time to take reasonable steps to 
react to those events. 

� The test of contributory negligence is objective: The question is whether the plaintiff has taken that degree of care for 
his or her own safety that an ordinary reasonable person would take 

� The assessment of contributory negligence involves a comparison both of culpability, ie of the degree of departure from 
the standard of care of the reasonable man ... and of the relative importance of the acts of the parties in causing the 
damage ... It is the whole conduct of each negligent party in relation to the circumstances of the accident which must be 
subjected to comparative examination. 

� A matter to be taken into account when comparing the relative responsibilities of a driver and pedestrian involved in a 
collision is the fact that the pedestrian's conduct, although contributorily negligent, may not have endangered the driver 
of the vehicle or anybody else. 

� Because the task of apportioning responsibility requires a judgment involving "balance and relative emphasis, and of 
weighing different considerations", all being matters about which minds might reasonably differ, an appellate court will 
not interfere in the absence of some demonstrated error of principle or of fact or unless the apportionment is plainly 
wrong.” 

 
Here the compelling conclusion was that Marien should have activated the high beam. She failed to do so and had been 
negligent. Gardiner was also to blame for his injuries. 
 
The balancing exercise was correctly carried out by the primary judge and the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal.  
 
High Court Confirms Liquidators Can Disclaim Leases Where The Company Is The Landlord But The Court’s Leave 
May Be Required: Willmott Growers Group Inc v Willmott Forests Limited (Receivers and Managers Appointed) (In 
Liq)  
 
This article examines the decision of the High Court of Australia given on 4 December 2013 and its implications for 
Liquidators.  
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Key facts 
 
Willmott Forests Limited (WFL) managed a number of forestry schemes.  WFL or its predecessor company leased to investors 
in forestry schemes parts of land which it owned or leased.  Investors leased areas from WFL on which trees were to be grown 
and usually entered a management agreement with a company in the same group as WFL, which company agreed to plant, 
maintain and harvest trees.  In September 2010 WFL and other associated entities were placed into voluntary administration 
and receivership.  In March 2011, creditors of WFL resolved that it be wound up. 
 
The Liquidators of WFL decided that the forestry management schemes could not continue, and because investors were not 
liable to make payments under the schemes until harvest, found that it was very unlikely that a third party would be willing to 
assume WFL’s obligations and liabilities as responsible entity under the schemes.  The Liquidators also found that it would be 
impractical to continue to maintain trees and harvest them, and the rights of investors to do so was also impractical.   
 
In cooperation with the receivers, the Liquidators moved to sell WFL’s freehold and leasehold interests in land on which trees 
had been grown.  Expressions of interest were only received from parties wishing to purchase assets not subject to registered 
charges over forestry schemes in favour of the secured creditor of WFL. Subsequently 6 contracts for sale were concluded 
concerning separate areas in which the schemes had been conducted.  Those contracts were conditional upon title to the 
assets passing to each purchaser free of encumbrances under the schemes and title to the trees on the land passing to the 
purchaser at settlement. 
 
The requirement that the assets pass to purchasers free of encumbrances prompted the Liquidators to apply to the Supreme 
Court of Victoria under section 511 of the Corporations Act for determination of a question in the winding up, namely, whether 
they were able to disclaim investors’ leases (being leases under which WFL was landlord) with the effect of extinguishing 
investors’ leasehold interests in the subject land.  The Supreme Court of Victoria answered “No” to the question.  The Victorian 
Court of Appeal allowed the Liquidators’ appeal and answered the question “Yes.”  The investors then appealed to the High 
Court. 
 
Issues which the High Court decided 
 

� Does section 568(1) of the Corporations Act empower a Liquidator to disclaim a lease under which the company is the 
landlord?  (The High Court majority found in the affirmative, because it is established law that a lease is a contract, and 
the rights and duties of the company as landlord under a lease are property of the company which can be disclaimed 
under section 568(1)(f) of the Corporations Act if it is onerous).  

� If a Liquidator can disclaim a lease under which the company is the landlord, what is the effect of the disclaimer, as 
provided for under section 568D(1) of the Corporations Act.  (The High Court majority found that the disclaimer of a 
lease where the company is landlord ends the tenant’s fundamental right to quiet enjoyment of the land and the tenant’s 
liabilities, meaning the tenant’s interest in the land itself ends.  Ending the company’s rights, liabilities and interests in 
respect of the leases cannot take place without ending the tenant’s corresponding rights, liabilities and interests). 

  
Significantly, the High Court did not decide whether the disclaimer of a lease where the company is landlord requires the leave 
of the Court under section 568(1A), or, if leave is required, what considerations would be taken into account in deciding 
whether leave should be granted.  These questions would need to be addressed in any case where a Liquidator wished to 
disclaim such a lease, although it is clear from section 568(1B) that if the Court grants leave it may do so on such conditions 
as it considers just and equitable. 
 
Statements of principle about disclaimer 
 
The judgment of Gageler J, who agreed with the majority that the appeal should be allowed, but who wrote a separate 
judgment, contains the following summary of the effects of a Liquidator’s disclaimer of property which practitioners will find 
useful: 

� A notice must be given to each person who may have a claim or interest in the property after a Liquidator disclaims 
property.  Such a person can apply to the Court within the specified time (generally 14 days after the Liquidator lodges 
the prescribed form of notice with ASIC), to set aside the disclaimer.  In order to succeed the Court must be satisfied 
that the disclaimer would cause to such persons prejudice which is grossly out of proportion to the prejudice that setting 
aside the disclaimer would cause to creditors of the company. 

� A disclaimer takes effect if no such Court application is made or if made does not succeed, in which case the disclaimer 
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is taken as effective from the day after the date the Liquidator lodged the notice at ASIC. 

� Under the Corporations Act the effect of the exercise of the Liquidator’s power to disclaim property is, from the day it 
takes effect, to terminate the company’s rights, interests and liabilities in respect of the disclaimer property but not so as 
to affect another person’s rights or liabilities beyond the extent required to release the company and its property from 
liability. 

� A person aggrieved by the disclaimer of property is a creditor entitled to prove in the winding up of the company in 
relation to the loss suffered as a result. 

� Disclaimer operates only prospectively – it does not affect rights already accrued – rather, it affects future rights. 

� Disclaimer does not affect a company’s liability to another party in relation to property before the disclaimer took effect, 
so that an interest in property which the company transferred to another party before the disclaimer took effect is 
unaffected. 

 
Practitioners should also bear in mind that under section 568(8), a person interested in property may by notice in writing to a 
Liquidator require the Liquidator to decide whether he or she will disclaim the property.  The notice is to be made in a form 
prescribed under the Regulations.  The Liquidator has 28 days, or such longer period as is permitted by the Court, in which to 
decide whether to disclaim the property, failing which he or she is taken to have adopted any property which is a contract, and 
ceases to be entitled to disclaim any property other than a contract.  The adoption of a contract may result in the Liquidator 
becoming personally liable for the company’s obligations under the contract, which may of course have serious 
consequences. 
 

 

 

 
 

Warning. The summaries in this review do not seek to express a view on the correctness or otherwise of any court judgment.  
This publication should not be treated as providing any definitive advice on the law.  It is recommended that readers seek 

specific advice in relation to any legal matter they are handling. 

 



 

 

For over 40 years, Gillis Delaney Lawyers has delivered legal solutions to businesses operating in Australia. We specialise in the 
provision of legal services in insurance law, workplace relations, employer liability, commercial law, finance, insolvency and 
construction law. Our clients include Government agencies, public and privately listed companies, insurers and underwriters, 
insurance broking groups and insurance brokers, underwriting agencies, third party claims administrators, insolvency practitioners 
and financial institutions. We deliver quality legal services with commercially focused advice. We will make it easier for you to face 
challenges and ensure you are 'fit for business'. 
 
We listen 

We listen to you and understand.  We answer your questions and deliver a service that will meet all of your needs.  We invest in 
lasting relationships and take the time to develop closer relationships focused on better legal outcomes through expert advice. Its 
simple - its about respect and taking the time to understand what you need.  

We understand 

Good or bad, you need to know where you are before you can determine where you need to be. We tell it like it is. We won't sugar 
coat the issues. We see the early warning signs and will warn you before it's too late. We will arm you with informed answers to 
tough questions and keep you on top of the facts that matter.  

We are proactive 

Prevention is better than a cure. We strive to identify issues before they become problems. Early intervention, proactive 
management and negotiated outcomes form the cornerstones of our service. 

Our service is personal  

Our service is personal and 'hands on' and our mix of professionals ensures that you enjoy high level partner contact at all times. 
Our people are accessible and responsive and provide creative and innovative solutions cost effectively. We have 24/7 
accessibility to lawyers.  

We communicate effectively  

You need the best service and information at your finger tips. We provide the best of both worlds, proven technology delivering 
internet access to all of your information and a serious focus on communication in plain English.  With our personal service, 
simpler communication and easy access to information you spend more time doing business and less time chasing down 
problems. 

We deliver results 

You need practical ideas that deliver real results. Our people and our ideas can make a difference and we thrive on the opportunity 
to think creatively and deliver innovative solutions. We listen, understand, provide the best information and deliver value for money. 
We embrace ideas and use creativity to find better ways to do things. 

We are Different ! 

We set ourselves apart from other lawyers by: 

� identifying your needs and responding with the most cost effective solution;  

� providing practical expert advice; 

� meeting deadlines, building relationships and delivering value for money;  

� supporting creativity and diversity of thought and bringing excellence to all that we develop, deliver and achieve;  

� utilising a team approach that maximises efficiencies and minimises duplication; 

� identifying the right legal strategy for the best commercial outcome;  

…and having fun whilst doing it. 

Contact Us 

You can contact Gillis Delaney Lawyers on 9394 1144 and speak to David Newey or email to dtn@gdlaw.com.au. Why not visit our 
website at www.gdlaw.com.au.  
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